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Internationally renowned textile designer Lori Weitzner presents a novel, layered perspective on
the use and significance of color in design and culture in this spectacular treasury illustrated with
225 full-color images.Ode to Color, a stunning anthology by renowned and award-winning textile
and wallcovering designer Lori Weitzner, principal of Lori Weitzner Design, Inc., offers an
immersive, sensual, and engaging journey in the world of color as it applies to culture, design,
mood, and memory. Each of the ten chapters in this richly illustrated volume presents a distinct
color world through an intimate and often kaleidoscopic perspective, a compilation of the
numerous—and often shifting—associations and emotions we assign to a color or group of
colors.Each chapter combines diverse imagery—evocative fine art and photography,
environmental interiors, details of Weitzner’s gorgeous designs as well as her sketches and
watercolors—with excerpts from literature and her own essays on a wide array of topics relating
to the palette. The result is a fully sensory conveyance of each palette’s particular power as well
as a consideration of its tangible and intangible connections, from its place in religion, pop
culture, and commerce to the impact it has upon our decision making, our moods, and our
tastes.While each chapter is unique in its approach to the ten worlds, with its mix of essays,
prose and range of art, from a Technicolor Disney cartoon in Out Loud to David Bowie as Ziggy
Stardust in Silverlight, each chapter includes:An introductory essay on a subject that
characterizes the paletteA two-page photographer of an open drawer in Weitzner’s studio that
she has arranged with various fabrics, skeins, and objects that, together, comprise the
palette;An evocative two-page word collage that presents both color names and the words
commonly associated with the palette;Design pointers that provide in-depth insight to working
with color and to decorating with each palette throughout the home, from wall treatments to
accessories.Spectacular and imaginative, this experiential volume will captivate, inspire, and
inform a broad audience, including interior designers and decorators, architects, graphic and
fine artists, and anyone interested in art, design, fashion, pop culture, and spiritual discovery.
Sumptuous, beautifully designed, and filled with wondrous imagery and compelling stories and
facts, it makes an inspiring and unusual gift for almost any occasion.

“An inspiring visual delight from start to finish.” -- People Magazine“Internationally renowned
textile designer Lori Weitzner offers an immersive, engaging journey in the world of color as it
applies to design, mood and culture in her new book. -- STIR“It’s a treasured glimpse into Lori’s
thought process, linking her understanding of color to her textiles and wall coverings.” -- Carl
Dellatore, Interior Design Master Class“We may never look at color quite the same way again
after reading this inspiring book. . .a perfect gift for the design and art aficionado [and] a lovely
addition to your own library.” -- Tamara Stephenson, Root Cellar Designs,



nestbytamara.com“This book is delicious. . . an in-depth look at the ten essential color worlds, at
how we connect to color on a psychological and spiritual level.” -- Desire to Inspire.comAn
inspirational coffee table book with a range of stories―personal memories, global and historical
traditions―all paired with artful photographs and illustrations behind a variety of color [worlds]. --
Interiors by Jacquin“An inspiring book which immerses the reader into ten different tonal worlds;
each palette explores the power that hue, tint, and shade hold over our decisions and moods.” --
World of Interiors….initiates a sensory journey so rife with culture, spirituality, literature and art
that even readers with little interest in design will find food for thought in its richly crafted pages.
-- Sharon Jaffe Dan, homeanddesign.com --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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IntroductionAs a girl, I drew and painted and created art mostly on my own, as the schoolsystem
in the town where I grew up, about thirty miles outside New York City,did not have a very good
art program. When I was eight, I started sketchingfashion models wearing clothes that I
designed for them, imagining that I wouldbecome a fashion designer one day. When I look back
on those sketches now, Isee that I paid a great deal of attention to the color and quality of the
materials Iused in my designs, to which I added much detail—trim, beads, fringe—and
lessattention to the structure and wearability of the clothing. Then, as now, I lovedcolor and the
various ways it played on different materials and in different light.I was a junior in high school by
the time my parents agreed to let me startart lessons. I knew by then that I wanted to study art in
college, hopefully tomake a career of painting, so two years later I enrolled at Syracuse
University’sSchool of Visual and Performing Arts. In my sophomore year, though, one of
myprofessors matter-of-factly informed me that I would never make it as a painter.It was a
crushing blow; it derailed my plans and aspirations and shook myconfidence. But his
observation that I was “good with composition and color”and should consider textile design (a
field I had never heard of) was the seedfrom which my career—and passion—ultimately
grew.What I discovered in studying textiles was that color and color combinationsin repeat
patterns applied to fabrics—made to be worn or hung or sat upon—evoked stories, traditions,
and places—and sometimes triggered memories andemotions. Textiles opened up the world of
color to me in a way that paintingnever had. Where I saw the beach in one design, I could
imagine ancient Egyptin another; a design might make me think of a Shakespeare play, visualize
ashadowy film noir, or even conjure a memory about a long-forgotten place—its heat, its light, its
smell. Textiles are alive and expressive, and I came to see themas more than a tapestry, more
than a metaphorical summary of the threads of lifeexperience, but as living things, weaving
themselves into our lives and memories.I was smitten.During college, I fell in love with the
process of hand-painting silks. When Ipresented my senior thesis on this technique, my



professor doubted that I would“go anywhere” in my career with them, but I didn’t listen: with my
portfolio ofsilks in hand, I landed my first job, in New York City, where I had always wantedto live
and work.7IntroductionAs a girl, I drew and painted and created art mostly on my own, as the
schoolsystem in the town where I grew up, about thirty miles outside New York City,did not have
a very good art program. When I was eight, I started sketchingfashion models wearing clothes
that I designed for them, imagining that I wouldbecome a fashion designer one day. When I look
back on those sketches now, Isee that I paid a great deal of attention to the color and quality of
the materials Iused in my designs, to which I added much detail—trim, beads, fringe—and
lessattention to the structure and wearability of the clothing. Then, as now, I lovedcolor and the
various ways it played on different materials and in different light.I was a junior in high school by
the time my parents agreed to let me startart lessons. I knew by then that I wanted to study art in
college, hopefully tomake a career of painting, so two years later I enrolled at Syracuse
University’sSchool of Visual and Performing Arts. In my sophomore year, though, one of
myprofessors matter-of-factly informed me that I would never make it as a painter.It was a
crushing blow; it derailed my plans and aspirations and shook myconfidence. But his
observation that I was “good with composition and color”and should consider textile design (a
field I had never heard of) was the seedfrom which my career—and passion—ultimately
grew.What I discovered in studying textiles was that color and color combinationsin repeat
patterns applied to fabrics—made to be worn or hung or sat upon—evoked stories, traditions,
and places—and sometimes triggered memories andemotions. Textiles opened up the world of
color to me in a way that paintingnever had. Where I saw the beach in one design, I could
imagine ancient Egyptin another; a design might make me think of a Shakespeare play, visualize
ashadowy film noir, or even conjure a memory about a long-forgotten place—its heat, its light, its
smell. Textiles are alive and expressive, and I came to see themas more than a tapestry, more
than a metaphorical summary of the threads of lifeexperience, but as living things, weaving
themselves into our lives and memories.I was smitten.During college, I fell in love with the
process of hand-painting silks. When Ipresented my senior thesis on this technique, my
professor doubted that I would“go anywhere” in my career with them, but I didn’t listen: with my
portfolio ofsilks in hand, I landed my first job, in New York City, where I had always wantedto live
and work.

My subsequent career path was a windingone that took me from designing for a
beddingcompany to working as a freelance designer inMilan, then Zurich, and, finally, back in
New York.By the time I completed this two-year loop, I haddiscovered that I needed the freedom
that comesfrom working for myself, so I formed my owncompany and began selling my designs
for a broadarray of applications: fabrics and wallcoverings,dinnerware, stationery, rugs, and
packaging forcosmetics companies. Eventually, my name wasattached to those designs, and my
brand was born.Color is always at the foundation of my creations. It is the initial inspiration for all
mydesigns and the guiding star throughout the design process. I have very particular notionsof



colors, their characters and impact and associations, both alone and in groups. Thosenotions
have become templates from which I work; I refer to them as “color worlds,” andthey inform my
aesthetic, consciously and subconsciously.I have no set formula when it comes to developing a
color world. For me it is not ascience, but a process that is both intuitive and practical. Some of
these worlds are the resultof a deliberate attempt to conjure a certain mood, memory, place, or
emotion. Others Ihave developed or discovered as I worked through color selections for my
designs. In bothinstances, the process begins with an exploration of the contents of the thirty-six
“colordrawers” containing yarn and swatches of every color in the spectrum that I keep in
mystudio. For red alone, for example, I have six drawers, divided by their undertones,
coolness,and warmth. I play with these materials, looking at them in varying intensities of
light,mixing and matching them until I find what I am looking for—or it finds me.I work in many
color worlds, and know there are more to discover, but I’ve selectedthe ten featured in the
chapters in this book because they are the most prominent inmy work; they are the ones that
have stood the test of time. They are personal to me, tomy processes as an artist and to my life
experiences. They are the primary threads in mytapestry—and I hope you’ll find resonance in
them too, as they correspond to the manygears we all move through in the course of our lives—
work, reflection, rest, levity, and love.What connects them is a level of engagement: they speak
to the senses on an emotionallevel, influencing our moods and jogging memory, and simply
speaking to who we are,functioning as a form of self-expression.This book—while it contains
many interior design ideas and explores color froma cultural, religious, and social point of view—
is foremost a journey through thesedistinct color worlds, each with its many powers, moods, and
associations. I hope that inexperiencing them, you’ll be inspired to find your own.8My
subsequent career path was a windingone that took me from designing for a beddingcompany
to working as a freelance designer inMilan, then Zurich, and, finally, back in New York.By the
time I completed this two-year loop, I haddiscovered that I needed the freedom that comesfrom
working for myself, so I formed my owncompany and began selling my designs for a broadarray
of applications: fabrics and wallcoverings,dinnerware, stationery, rugs, and packaging
forcosmetics companies. Eventually, my name wasattached to those designs, and my brand was
born.Color is always at the foundation of my creations. It is the initial inspiration for all mydesigns
and the guiding star throughout the design process. I have very particular notionsof colors, their
characters and impact and associations, both alone and in groups. Thosenotions have become
templates from which I work; I refer to them as “color worlds,” andthey inform my aesthetic,
consciously and subconsciously.I have no set formula when it comes to developing a color
world. For me it is not ascience, but a process that is both intuitive and practical. Some of these
worlds are the resultof a deliberate attempt to conjure a certain mood, memory, place, or
emotion. Others Ihave developed or discovered as I worked through color selections for my
designs. In bothinstances, the process begins with an exploration of the contents of the thirty-six
“colordrawers” containing yarn and swatches of every color in the spectrum that I keep in
mystudio. For red alone, for example, I have six drawers, divided by their undertones,



coolness,and warmth. I play with these materials, looking at them in varying intensities of
light,mixing and matching them until I find what I am looking for—or it finds me.I work in many
color worlds, and know there are more to discover, but I’ve selectedthe ten featured in the
chapters in this book because they are the most prominent inmy work; they are the ones that
have stood the test of time. They are personal to me, tomy processes as an artist and to my life
experiences. They are the primary threads in mytapestry—and I hope you’ll find resonance in
them too, as they correspond to the manygears we all move through in the course of our lives—
work, reflection, rest, levity, and love.What connects them is a level of engagement: they speak
to the senses on an emotionallevel, influencing our moods and jogging memory, and simply
speaking to who we are,functioning as a form of self-expression.This book—while it contains
many interior design ideas and explores color froma cultural, religious, and social point of view—
is foremost a journey through thesedistinct color worlds, each with its many powers, moods, and
associations. I hope that inexperiencing them, you’ll be inspired to find your own.

1Waterside1Waterside

Now You See ItWater and sky: Blue is a primary color that pervades the natural world. It’s the
mostpopular color on the planet, and in the United States and Europe it is the favorite by
anoverwhelming margin. In a number of studies, roughly half of all people surveyed, bothmen
and women alike, identify it as their preferred hue.Blue is basic, accessible, and fundamental.
But it is elusive, too, particularly in thenatural world. A cup of seawater is not blue, but the ocean
is, when the sun allows. Thesky may be pure blue on a clear day, but you can’t touch its color
source or harvest it.The color blue was absent from Paleolithic cave paintings, because it is a
color that cavedwellers couldn’t extract from the earth itself.Plants and minerals needed to make
quality blue dyes and pigments were rare andexpensive, relegating the color to a bit part in
Western art until later in the MiddleAges, when trade routes allowed for lapis lazuli to be
exported from Asia to the West.The Venetians called the mineral ultramarinus (meaning “beyond
the sea”), and artists valuedit for its beauty and rarity. During the Middle Ages, many artists used
blue—it was themost expensive pigment of the day—to color the robes of the Virgin Mary, the
mostprecious symbol of their faith. Blue became Mary’s official color, securing its
associationwith purity and sanctity, when Pope Pius V standardized the use of liturgical colors
inthe sixteenth century. In fashion, blue gained popularity as a color of nobility in thethirteenth
century, when France’s King Louis IX not only began wearing it but also gaveit dominance in his
family’s coat of arms. The prestige that came to be associated withblue in the late Middle Ages
survived over the ensuing centuries, making blue dyes andpigments valuable commodities.The
advent of synthetic blue pigments in the eighteenth century—science imitatinglife—loosened
nature’s grip on the color, and blue’s prevalence and popularity soared. Blueis now an
inexhaustible shape-shifter: it can be authoritative, confident, calm, cool, loyal,sad, intense,
subdued, mysterious, or moody; it graces sanctuaries and clothes armies; itcrosses art forms



and cultural boundaries with remarkable power and ease. We see it, hear it,wear it, taste it, and
feel it.What’s your blue?Now You See ItWater and sky: Blue is a primary color that pervades the
natural world. It’s the mostpopular color on the planet, and in the United States and Europe it is
the favorite by anoverwhelming margin. In a number of studies, roughly half of all people
surveyed, bothmen and women alike, identify it as their preferred hue.Blue is basic, accessible,
and fundamental. But it is elusive, too, particularly in thenatural world. A cup of seawater is not
blue, but the ocean is, when the sun allows. Thesky may be pure blue on a clear day, but you
can’t touch its color source or harvest it.The color blue was absent from Paleolithic cave
paintings, because it is a color that cavedwellers couldn’t extract from the earth itself.Plants and
minerals needed to make quality blue dyes and pigments were rare andexpensive, relegating
the color to a bit part in Western art until later in the MiddleAges, when trade routes allowed for
lapis lazuli to be exported from Asia to the West.The Venetians called the mineral ultramarinus
(meaning “beyond the sea”), and artists valuedit for its beauty and rarity. During the Middle Ages,
many artists used blue—it was themost expensive pigment of the day—to color the robes of the
Virgin Mary, the mostprecious symbol of their faith. Blue became Mary’s official color, securing
its associationwith purity and sanctity, when Pope Pius V standardized the use of liturgical colors
inthe sixteenth century. In fashion, blue gained popularity as a color of nobility in thethirteenth
century, when France’s King Louis IX not only began wearing it but also gaveit dominance in his
family’s coat of arms. The prestige that came to be associated withblue in the late Middle Ages
survived over the ensuing centuries, making blue dyes andpigments valuable commodities.The
advent of synthetic blue pigments in the eighteenth century—science imitatinglife—loosened
nature’s grip on the color, and blue’s prevalence and popularity soared. Blueis now an
inexhaustible shape-shifter: it can be authoritative, confident, calm, cool, loyal,sad, intense,
subdued, mysterious, or moody; it graces sanctuaries and clothes armies; itcrosses art forms
and cultural boundaries with remarkable power and ease. We see it, hear it,wear it, taste it, and
feel it.What’s your blue?

Blue here is a shell for youInside you’ll hear a sighA foggy lullabyThere is your song from me—
JONI MITCHELL, “Blue,” 1970Blue here is a shell for youInside you’ll hear a sighA foggy
lullabyThere is your song from me—JONI MITCHELL, “Blue,” 1970

Late BloomerIn 1880, after examining the evolution of color terminology in various languages,
Germanphilosopher and philologist Lazarus Geiger announced a startling discovery: the great
ancienttexts of the Indian, Chinese, Jewish, Icelandic, Roman, and Greek civilizations contain
nowords for the color blue, despite a heavy emphasis in some of these texts on sky and sea.
Thecolor blue appears nowhere in Homer’s poems—though the descriptive phrase “wine-
darksea” first appeared in the Iliad—nor in the Hebrew Bible, nor in the Hindu Vedas. When
theancient Egyptians began to make blue dyes from lapis lazuli, they assigned a word to the
color,making them the first civilization to do so. They later produced the first artificial pigment—



inapproximately 2500 B.C.—a blue known today as Egyptian blue.Geiger observed that blue
was, in every language he studied, the last color to be namedand that the other colors were
named in a consistent order. His theory that humans evolvedthe ability to perceive color over the
last few millennia has been disproven. But the questionstill lingers: Can we really “see” a color for
which we have no name?Late BloomerIn 1880, after examining the evolution of color
terminology in various languages, Germanphilosopher and philologist Lazarus Geiger
announced a startling discovery: the great ancienttexts of the Indian, Chinese, Jewish, Icelandic,
Roman, and Greek civilizations contain nowords for the color blue, despite a heavy emphasis in
some of these texts on sky and sea. Thecolor blue appears nowhere in Homer’s poems—though
the descriptive phrase “wine-darksea” first appeared in the Iliad—nor in the Hebrew Bible, nor in
the Hindu Vedas. When theancient Egyptians began to make blue dyes from lapis lazuli, they
assigned a word to the color,making them the first civilization to do so. They later produced the
first artificial pigment—inapproximately 2500 B.C.—a blue known today as Egyptian blue.Geiger
observed that blue was, in every language he studied, the last color to be namedand that the
other colors were named in a consistent order. His theory that humans evolvedthe ability to
perceive color over the last few millennia has been disproven. But the questionstill lingers: Can
we really “see” a color for which we have no name?

Living with WatersideThe world of Waterside is vast; blues evoke a multitude of moods and
associations,depending on hue, shade, and application. But as varied as they are, blues almost
alwayscome across as intelligent, honest, and interesting without too much fanfare.There are
some universal blues—in the range of indigo moving toward navy—thatjust seem to transcend
trend and time. These are blues that are easy to incorporate into adecor and easy to live with.
They are suitable for all-blue rooms, are dynamic with white,and can be used effortlessly as
accents on walls or in upholstery. They work with neutrals,both cool and warm. In fact, they are,
to the modern eye, neutrals unto themselves and canbe handled with the freedom of hand that
other neutrals allow.In the fabrics I design, I tend to favor inky blues that hint toward teal and the
quietgray-blues. They intrigue me because they are at once calm and turbulent—and they
havemovement. European clients often tell me that the blues I use resemble the sky when
thesun is setting, as opposed to French blue, which captures more of a sunrise. I enjoy
thesecolors in a room where I want to feel grounded.The lighter aquarelle blues are more
spirited, and in a way, spiritual. Like the light sky,they can inspire thoughts beyond the world as
we know it, albeit in a gentle and familiarway. Because they relate to the outdoors, they are
naturally beautiful and evocative as aceiling color or any focal point in which we might seek the
effect of distance. They are notanchoring colors—they have the opposite effect, of unmooring
the eye—and should becombined with defining colors to delineate spaces.For the most intimate
environments, I choose the quiet light blues, the ones with agood measure of cream or gray in
them. I recommend them highly for the bedroom, asthey are the shades that make a bedroom a
sanctuary. They provide a transition, a way tomove between our day lives and sleep. They are



peaceful, forgiving, and gentle, the stuff ofsweet dreams.The bathroom is the perfect place to
use soft and midtone blues reminiscent of thesea and sky. Stone tiles or slabs of various
quartzites, especially when they are honed, lookand feel natural, and the honing makes them
less slippery. Slab material on vanity tops feelsmore expansive—making a small bathroom
appear larger. And blue glass tiles are lovelyand reflective if you want more shimmer. If you are
unable to use tile or stone, choose awonderful watery blue paint for the walls, combined with a
crisp white or cream trim andceiling color for contrast.22Living with WatersideThe world of
Waterside is vast; blues evoke a multitude of moods and associations,depending on hue, shade,
and application. But as varied as they are, blues almost alwayscome across as intelligent,
honest, and interesting without too much fanfare.There are some universal blues—in the range
of indigo moving toward navy—thatjust seem to transcend trend and time. These are blues that
are easy to incorporate into adecor and easy to live with. They are suitable for all-blue rooms,
are dynamic with white,and can be used effortlessly as accents on walls or in upholstery. They
work with neutrals,both cool and warm. In fact, they are, to the modern eye, neutrals unto
themselves and canbe handled with the freedom of hand that other neutrals allow.In the fabrics I
design, I tend to favor inky blues that hint toward teal and the quietgray-blues. They intrigue me
because they are at once calm and turbulent—and they havemovement. European clients often
tell me that the blues I use resemble the sky when thesun is setting, as opposed to French blue,
which captures more of a sunrise. I enjoy thesecolors in a room where I want to feel
grounded.The lighter aquarelle blues are more spirited, and in a way, spiritual. Like the light
sky,they can inspire thoughts beyond the world as we know it, albeit in a gentle and familiarway.
Because they relate to the outdoors, they are naturally beautiful and evocative as aceiling color
or any focal point in which we might seek the effect of distance. They are notanchoring colors—
they have the opposite effect, of unmooring the eye—and should becombined with defining
colors to delineate spaces.For the most intimate environments, I choose the quiet light blues, the
ones with agood measure of cream or gray in them. I recommend them highly for the bedroom,
asthey are the shades that make a bedroom a sanctuary. They provide a transition, a way
tomove between our day lives and sleep. They are peaceful, forgiving, and gentle, the stuff
ofsweet dreams.The bathroom is the perfect place to use soft and midtone blues reminiscent of
thesea and sky. Stone tiles or slabs of various quartzites, especially when they are honed,
lookand feel natural, and the honing makes them less slippery. Slab material on vanity tops
feelsmore expansive—making a small bathroom appear larger. And blue glass tiles are
lovelyand reflective if you want more shimmer. If you are unable to use tile or stone, choose
awonderful watery blue paint for the walls, combined with a crisp white or cream trim andceiling
color for contrast.
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LemonDrop, “UNCANNY - SUPERB- REVEALS ONE'S PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS -BUT
FIRST TAKE FREE ONLINE QUIZ. WOW - this book is in a total league of its own regarding the
best colorscapes for you in terms of your psychological self. Just spectacular. HOWEVER, YOU
NEED TO FIRST TAKE THE FREE ONLINE QUIZ for your major and minor colorscapes. Take it
today if you want! Simply google "ODE TO COLOR QUIZ." For whatever reason, the quiz is not
in the book. If you are a seeker to better understand yourself in terms of color, get ready to
expect the unexpected. And the thing is that you will find out pieces that have been missing and
yet one is likely to immediately say, "OMG -this is so spot on about ME." I happened to take the
quiz online before I even knew about the book - was just googling color quizzes and then found a
couple webpages by designers, etc about the book and the quiz. There are 18 questions and
they are not the same old questions like so many quizzes are. Anyway, I was shocked by the
colorscapes that came up for me and guess what? It is so completely me, and I feel like I have
found out something about myself that I just was never able to put my finger on. WITHOUT THE
QUIZ, I WOULD HAVE NEVER FIGURED MY MAJOR AND MINOR COLORSCAPES. My love
and bias for certain colors would have been what I would have chosen, but they would not have
opened the door of true discovery for myself. I noticed that some designers were surprised by
their results too, but ended up very pleased. Its fun and exciting - hope you have as much fun
and connect with yourself in a new way as much as I have. If I had a suggestion, I would love for
the author to follow up with a more intensively detailed book for each colorscape and also a
workbook for practical applications.”

Rebecca Campbell, “A reference and a delight for design enthusiasts. I bought this book to give
me some desperately-needed inspiration and direction in the decisions I make about decorating
my home. I am absolutely thrilled with it. I see now that my previous ideas about color were
relatively superficial and that color has so much more power and potential for creating positive
emotion (and emotion of all kinds) than I had ever realized. Beautifully written, and replete with
poetry, history, technical information, design ideas, and even philosophy, it has me pondering
abstract questions like "Can we really see a color for which we have no name?" as it helps me to
solve my own practical color conundrums. The physical book is its own work of art. The cover is
richly embossed and each page is a delight for the eye and a source of wonder. The astonishing
quality of the photography and of the textual content is also sustained throughout the book,
which is quite an achievement. I would recommend this book for amateur design enthusiasts like
me, but also for design professionals, including design students. In fact, I can't imagine not
having this book if design and color are important in one's life.”

CTA, “A Wonderful Celebration of Color - for Everyone to Enjoy. I just got this beautiful
celebration of color - filled with stories and a lively, contextual approach to a spectrum of colors



-- and some plays on light as well! Some of the colors we see every day but they are not usually
represented or described in such a striking manner. Other colors, just as important, are revealed
to us as part of an ethereal abstract or artifact.I really never thought of colors having such rich
meaning or strong impact on the psyche. This is not only a wonderful book for aspiring artists
and creative designers (who definitely will gain much from it), but I recommend it to everyone
who is curious about color and how it affects our lives.Ode to Color takes us on a journey
featuring history, pop culture, elegant art, nature, and glamour. It is also very moving as Lori W.
shares some deeply personal experiences that inspired her as a designer and a creative artist.”

dinahpfaff, “Fun if you'd like some color guidance. I took the tests in this book that help identify
which colors most it your personality four different times and came up with slightly different
colors answers each time. I rather liked that because I think we are changeable creatures; I also
liked that there was an underlying theme in those colors I could use in my choices for decorating
the house.This is a nice and pleasantly personal book and although I thought at the time it was a
one time read, with the passage of several months I'd like to look at it again.”

Fina, “Great photos and enjoyable read!. I love this book. I was surprised because I expected to
mostly look at the beautiful photos and arrangements, however the author writes very well. Her
story of design and color theory is very engaging and provided a lot of information I did not
know. 5 stars!”

Jenny G, “Beautiful. What a beautiful book. This is less a book on design (although tips are
tucked into each chapter), but more a presentation of the designer's favorite palates, with lovely
pictures, exploring colors impact on culture over the years. The stories and background makes
an enjoyable read, the photos much pleasure to view.”

ferrethall, “A book you can judge by its cover....... They say you should not judge a book by its
cover.......but the cover of this book is particularly striking in its design and feel....and raises the
expectations! Readers will not be disappointed. This is a thought-provoking, imaginitive
publication. It is beautifully presented, a relaxing read and one you will want to go back to again
and again. A welcome addition to my collection.”

patricia nicholson, “Interesting for people interested in general colour ideas. Beautiful pictures , a
basis for inspiration.”

Nick Parr, “Five Stars. A really enjoyable read. Lovely combination of stories and ideas”

The book by Gary Faigin has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 114 people have provided feedback.
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